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1571 ABSTRACT 
Apparatus for transferring and manipulating a plurality 
of containers in a sequence is disclosed including a me- 
chanical manipulator arm 10 having a gripping device B 
which automatically picks up a container at a fixed 
pickup position P and transfers it to a processing station. 
At a processing station X, the container is loaded with 
silicon wafers and thereafter returned by the arm to the 
fixed position P at the pickup and return station Y. A 
plurality of the containers may be processed in sequence 
from the fixed pickup position by providing a movable 
carriage 58 upon which container pedestal platforms 54 
and 56 are supported, at least one of which is an eleva- 
tor platform. The platforms include abutments 54c and 
56c for properly positioning the containers for accurate 
pickup by the manipulator arm. Sensing switches may 
be provided for sensing movements of the arm 10, car- 
riage 58, and elevator platform 56 whereby the entire 
apparatus may be controlled automatically avoiding the 
need to handle the wafers manually to reduce the possi- 
bility of contamination. 

13 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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tion pedestal having a plurality of platforms where one 
of the platforms is an elevator. Upon the loading and 
return of an initial container the two-position pedestal 
shifts to place an empty container at the fixed pickup 

5 position and the elevator platform and loaded container 
are dropped below a remaining container. The gripping 
device Of the transfer arm may thus have access to the 
remaining container for engagement and pickup during 
the sequential processing of the individual containers. 

10 Automation may be provided by microswitches which 
feed a computer controlling the movement of the trans- 
fer arm and the two-position pedestal by conventional 

puter programming. In a preferred form, the move- 
nt of the apparatus is provided by pneumatic actua- 

APPARATUS FOR SEQUENTIALLY 
TRANSPORTING CONTAINERS 

ORIGIN O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by employ- 

ees of the United States Government and may be manu- 
factured and used by or for the Government for govern- 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 

BACKGROUND O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention relates to remote manipulation and 

transfer of articles and containers of the type employing 
a movable transfer arm having a gripping device carried l 5  tion and computer controlled valving. 
adjacent the free end thereof which moves between 

ction designed to carry out the invention 
fter described, together with other fea- 

n will be more readily understood from 
the following specification and by refer- 
accompanying drawings forming a part 
rein an example of the invention is shown 

s a side elevational view of apparatus for 

FIG. 3 is a side elevation of an enlarged partially 

apparatus and gripping device of FIG. 3 carried adja- 
cent one end thereof according to the invention for 

pickup position includes platform structure which as- 
sures the proper positioning of the containers thereon 
for reliable pickup by the manipulator arm. 

Yet another important object of the present invention 
is the provision of apparatus for manipulating and tran- 50 
sportating containers of silicon wafers which includes a 
mechanical manipulator arm having a gripping device 
which reliably grips the containers for pickup and con- 
tains the wafers therein for movement in a horizontal 
and vertical orientation. 

FIG. 6 iS a schematic View Of a pneumatic control 
system for automatically controlling apparatus con- 
structed according to the invention sequentially. 

DESCRIPTION O F  A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The invention relates to apparatus for manipulating 
and Sequentially transferring Containers between a first 
station X at which a container is loaded with silicon 

55 wafers and a second station Y at which the container is 
initially picked up empty and returned loaded. The 

SUMMARY O F  THE INVENTION apparatus includes a movable transfer arm mechanism 
It has been found that apparatus for manipulating and A movable between the first and second stations having 

transferring containers of silicon wafers between pro- a gripping device B carried adjacent an end thereof for 
cessing stations can be had by providing a pickup as- 60 picking up and holding the container and silicon wafers 
sembly station having a two-position pedestal, a pivot- therein in a stable manner for transfer and manipulation. 
able transfer arm having forward and rear operational The second, pickup and return station processes a 
positions, and a gripping device carried adjacent a re- plurality of the containers in sequence and includes a 
mote end of the arm. At a forward, loading position the fixed pickup position P where the containers are picked 
silicon wafers are loaded into a container which has 65 up and returned. Pedestal means C is provided for sup- 
been picked up at a rear fixed pickup position where the porting a plurality of containers for pickup and return 
loaded container is subsequently returned. A pickup individually at pickup position P. Means for properly 
station includes a carriage which carries the two-posi- positioning the containers at pickup position P is pro- 
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vided affording reliable pickup of the containers by the 
gripping device of the arm mechanism. Carriage means 
supports the pedestal means at the second station which 
is movable between first and second positions to shift 
the pedestal means and place the containers individually 
at pickup position P. The pedestal means includes an 
elevator platform for supporting an individual container 
and lowering the container below the level of a remain- 
ing container when the remaining container is shifted to 
the pickup position by the carriage means whereby the 
lowered container affords access for engagement of the 
container by the gripping device. 

Referring now in more detail to the drawings the 
apparatus of the present invention is illustrated as in- 
cluding mechanical transfer arm mechanism A which 
includes transfer arm 10 and sleeve 12 which fixedly 
carries a shaft 12a. Suitable bearings 14u and 146 are 
fixed in bearing blocks 16a and 16b and receive the shaft 
12n and provide means by which the sleeve 12 and shaft 
10 pivot about the bearing blocks. A gear 18 is fixed to 
one end of the shaft 12a which meshes with a worm 
gear 20 coupled to an electric motor 22 by means of a 
gear reduction box 24 which reduces the rotational 
speed of the drive shaft of motor 22 and effects a smooth 
slow rotation of the transfer arm 10. The opposite end 
of shaft 12a carries a coil spring 26 which aids move- 
ment of arm 10 in initially lifting a loaded container at 
station X by having one end of the spring fixed in the 
bearing block 16a or plate 16b. Arm 10 has a neutral 
position N at which it's held by the worm gear arrange- 
ment. 

The transfer arm mechanism further includes stop 
members 28 and 30 which define first and second limit 
positions for the movement of the arm. Each hard stop 
includes a microswitch 28a and 30a which connect with 
conventional controls for the motor 22 to terminate the 
pivotable drive of the arm 10 when it reaches either 
limit position. In operation, arm 10 will reach the limit 
position and will be positively positioned thereby for 
gripping of a container and the processing thereof. At 
the forward operational position the arm places the 
container vertically upon the loading platform at station 
X and at a rear operational position the arm picks up 
and places containers horizontally on the pedestal plat- 
forms at station Y. Switches 31 and 31a detect the pres- 
ence of the arm in its forward and rear operational 
positions and produce signals for the%urposes of com- 
puter input and automatic control. 

The gripping device B includes a connecting bearing 
32 carried adjacent the end of arm 10 having a catch 
portion 32a. The connection bearing 32 fixedly receives 
a shaft 34 on which the linkage assembly of the gripping 
device is carried which includes a pair of spaced brack- 
ets 36 having L-shaped ends 36a. Inner lever arms 40 
are pivotably carried by a pin 42 extending on either 
side of shaft 34. Intermediate bracket 37 is also pivota- 
bly carried about pin 42 and includes a pair of upper 
fork arms 37a which straddle shaft 34 and a single lower 
L-shaped arm block 376. A bar 38 is carried across the 
lower arm 37b which pivots to engage the side of con- 
tainer D as arm block portion 40a of inner arms 40 pivot 
and grip over the top edge of the container side as 
shown in dotted lines in FIG. 3. In this manner, the side 
edge of container D is gripped securely between bar 38 
and lever arms 40. An elongated lever arm 44 extends 
beyond inner lever arms 40 and includes a transverse 
bar member 44a which retains the wafers in a container 
D when gripped by the gripping device. A bracket 46 is 

4 
carried by the shaft 34 by means of which an air cylin- 
der 48 is carried which actuates the pivotable lever arms 
40 and 37. The air cylinder 48 is received in the catch 
portion 32a of connection bearing 32 when the device is 

5 holding a container and moving the container from a 
horizontal configuration to a vertical configuration as 
illustrated in FIG. 1. Piston rod 48n is threaded at its 
end into the block portion 36c fixed intermediate arms 
36a. 

The air cylinder is a single-action cylinder wherein 
piston rod 48a is spring biased to the left and movable 
upon pressurization to the right. With air cut off to 
cylinder 48 piston rod 48a is pulled to the left which 
closes the grip of arms 40 and bar 38 about the container 

15 side as will be more fully described below. This affords 
a fail safe feature since the gripping arms 40 and bar 38 
will continue to grip container D in the event air pres- 
sure is cut off. When the gripping device is open during 
actuation as shown in the solid lines in FIG. 3, the grip- 

20 ping device may initially engage a container whereupon 
the gripping devices closes as shown in the dotted lines 
in FIG. 3 such that the bar engages the sides 50 of the 
container adjacently beneath a flange 50a and lever 
arms 40 engage over the top edge of the side 50 into the 

25 top of the container whereby the container is gripped as 
illustrated. 

shed by piston rod 48a mov- 
ing to the left under spring force causing bracket hous- 
ing 36 to move to the left over the shaft 34 and side 

30 thereover by means of roller pins 52. As bracket 36 is 
pulled left, roller pin 52 engages a rear camming in- 
clined edge portion 40b of the inner lever arms 40 to 
pivot the arms clockwise as roller pin 52u engages arm 
cam portion 37a pivoting arm 37 and bar 38 counter- 
clockwise. Also when lever arm 40 and bar 38 are in a 
gripping position a rear portion 36c of bracket housing 
36 engages a sensing switch 53 to indicate the grip is 
closed. A pressure sensitive switch 53u inside bar 38 
detects that a container is gripped thereby. 

Referring now to pickup station assembly Y where 
the containers are picked up and returned, pedestal 
means C is illustrated in the form of a first pedestal 
platform 54 and a second pedestal, elevator platform 56. 
Both platforms are carried by means of a carriage 58.. 

45 The carriage 58 in return is supported on a frame 60 
having a base portion 60a which may rest on a support 
surface. Frame 60 includes a top portion 60b and box 
frame portion 60c. Top portion 60b includes spaced 
runners 62 and 62a having ends which define the path of 

50 travel of carriage 58. Carriage 58 includes rollers 58a 
which slide on the runners in between the ends. Rollers 
58a are carried on a vertical flange 586 which supports 
at its top a frame 58c which supports the pedestal plat- 
form 54. Adjacent the bottom of vertical flange 58b is a 

55 cantilevered base portion 58d which is adapted for slid- 
ably receiving rods 56a and 56b in slide bushings 59. An 
air cylinder 64 is carried by the platform 58d and in- 
cludes a slidable piston rod 64u which slidably extends 
through the platform 58d to connect with the platform 

60 56 for the raising and lowering thereof. A second air 
cylinder 66 is carried by the box frame 60c and includes 
a movable piston rod 66u extending through the box 
frame 60c and connecting with vertical flange 58b for 
moving both platforms 54 and 56 laterally as the plat- 

65 form 56 moves vertically. A guide rod 68 is received in 
a bushing 68a carried by the box flange portion 60c and 
is connected to flange 586 to guide the carriage during 
travel. Means for properly positioning containers 70 

10 

This motion is acco 

40 
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and 71, on the platforms is provided by platform abut- is mounted upstanding on a horizontal brace 60d of 
ments 54c and 56c which engage a complimentary con- frame 60 and includes a spring loaded mechanical 
tainer abutment in the form of legs 70a and 71a when switch 94u. Cantilevered base platform 58d engages and 
the containers are placed over the platform abutments. switches mechanical switch 94u to valve air into cylin- 
To urge the abutments, such as 70a and 56c as seen in 5 der 64 for lowering Dlatform 56 as base Dlatform 58d 
FIG. i, into engagement the pedestal and platforms are 
inclined. To accomplish this, guide runner 62 is dis- 
posed slightly lower than runner 62u. 

A rectangular tray 69 having a slide handle loa in- 
cludes a pair of rectangular slots in which containers 70 10 
and 71, illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 5a, are carried by 
engagement of their respective flange and tray portions. 
Tray 69 includes a bar separating the rectangular slots 

er 71 and pedestal 
uring this shifting, 35 
ainer 70 below the 

e gripping device for 

container 71 i s  returned to pickup position P. 
After the gripping device releases container 71 at the 

pickup position upon platform 54, carriage 58 shifts 
back to the right and elevator platform 56 is raised level 
with platform 54. Tray 69 is then lifted off of the pedes- 45 
tal assembly by raising slide handle 69a whereby the 
containers are transported to the next processing station 
such as an etching solution tank. 

The above operation may be advantageously auto- 
mated owing to the unique construction of the appara- 50 
tus herein by conventional means such as a computer 
programmed to respond to sensing means illustrated in 
the form of switches 31,314 53,53a 54u, 56u,76,78 and 
80 described herein. In response to signals from the 
switches, the computer may be programmed in a con- 55 
ventional manner to control motor 22 and a pneumatic 
circuit, such as illustrated in FIG. 6, which actuates air 
cylinders 48, 64, and 66 which actuate gripping device 
B, platform 54, and carriage 58, respectively, in the 
above described sequence. 60 

As illustrated schematically, FIG. 6 includes an air 
supply source manifold 89a which distributes air for 
operating the various air cylinders according to the 
invention. Solenoid actuated valves 90 and 92 control 
air to cylinders 48 and 66 where valve 92 includes dou- 65 
ble acting solenoids 92a and 926 which control double 
acting cylinder 66. Valve 94 is mechanically actuated 
and controls air to double acting cylinder 64. Valve 94 

moves to the left and lor raising platform 56 as base 58d 
moves to the right. 

The switches described above will detect the follow- 
ing movements and conditions in operation. Switches 
28a and 30a are directly in the power line to motor 22 
and limit the movement of arm 20 by cutting off power 
to motor 22 in its forward and rear position, respec- 
tively. Switches 31 and 31a detect the forward and 
rearward operational positions of transfer arm 10 
wherein transferred containers are loaded and picked 
up and returned, respectively, and send these low volt- 
age signals to the computer. Switches 53 and 53a detect 
closing of gripping device B and presence of a container 
in the grip. Switches 54u and 56a detect the presence of 
a container on the respective platform. Switch 76 de- 
tects elevator platform 56 in its down position. Switches 
78 and 80 correspond to first and second end positions 
of runners 62 and 62a over which carriage 58 travels 
and detect, respectively the presence of the left con- 
tainer 70 or right container 71 at the fixed pickup posi- 
tion. 

The above sensing switches may be utilized in auto- 
matic sequencing as follows. Initially, container 70 is 
supported on platform 56, switch 56a and 78 signals the 
computer that container 70 is so located. Arm 10 is 
moved to its rear position by control of motor 22 by 
computer command. Switch 31a signals the computer 
that arm 10 is in its rear operational position located at 
fixed pickup position P. A computer signal then actu- 
ates solenoid 90 to cut off air to cylinder 48 which 
actuates grip B and picks up container 70. Upon signals 
from switches 53 and 53a indicating the container has 
been gripped, the computer then actuates motor 22 
pivoting arm 20 to its forward position and at the for- 
ward position actuates solenoid 90 to admit air to cylin- 
der 48 releasing container 70 for subsequent loading 
with wafers at station X by conventional machinery 
which forms no part of the invention herein. After load- 
ing, a signal is sent from the loading machine L to the 
computer. Grip B is then actuated by signalling sole- 
noid 90 to cut off air to cylinder 48 and container 70 is 
gripped and returned to platform 56. The computer 
signals solenoid 90 for release of container 70 in re- 
sponse to signals from switches 31a and and 56a which 
indicate the container is back on its platform. Signals 
from switches 53 and 53a tell the computer that con- 
tainer 70 is released and arm 20 is allowed to move to its 
neutral position accordingly. 

At the end of this sequence, the computer also signals 
solenoid 92a whereby valve 92 admits air to cylinder 66 
moving carriage 58 to the left, base 58d strikes and 
actuates mechanical switch 94 controlling air to cylin- 
der 64 thereby lowering platform 56. This movement 
places platform 54 and empty container 71 at pickup 
position P and loaded container 70 below container 71 
on the platform. Switch 80 indicates that container 71 is 
at the pickup position, according to the position of 
carriage 58 on runner 62, and the computer then con- 
trols motor 22 and returns the transfer arm to its rear, 
pickup position. In response to arm 10 tripping switch 
31a, the computer actuates solenoid 90 and grip B picks 
up container 71 and the sequence of transferring and 
returning container 70 for loading is repeated for con- 
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tainer 71. Upon the return of loaded container 71 to 
platform 54 at position P, which information is input to 
the computer by switches 56a and 31a, release is ef- 
fected. This release is detected by switches 53 and 53a 
whereupon the computer controls motor 22 to return to 
return arm 10 to its neutral position. Also, the computer 
signals solenoid 926 which moves piston 66a to the right 
returning carriage 58 to the right end position which 
releases mechanical switch 94u and valve 94 to simulta- 
neously elevate platform 56 and container 70. The 
loaded containers 70 and 71 may then be removed by 
lifting tray 69 off pins 696 and pedestal means C. The 
entire sequence may be repeated upon the placement of 
another tray and empty containers on the pedestal plat- 
form C. 

It is to be understood that other modes of control 
may be had with the apparatus constructed according 
to the invention to satisfy requirements of a particular 
application and the details of the above generally de- 
scribed computer control and programming will be well 
within the purview of one skilled in the art. 

While a preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been described using specific terms, such description is 
for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood 
that changes and variations may be made without de- 
parting from the spirit or scope of the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for manipulating and sequentially trans- 

ferring containers between a first station at which a 
container is loaded with silicon wafers and a second 
station at which said container is initially picked up 
empty and subsequently returned loaded, said apparatus 
comprising: 

a movable arm member movable between said first 
and second stations; 

a gripping device carried adjacent an end of said arm 
for picking up and securely gripping said container 
in a stable manner for transportation thereof; 

said second station processing a plurality of said con- 
tainers in sequence including a fixed pickup posi- 
tion from which said containers are picked up indi- 
vidually; 

pedestal means upon which said containers are placed 
having variable positions for supporting said con- 
tainers individually for pickup and return at said 
pickup position; 

means for properly positioning said containers at said 
pickup position on said pedestal means for positive 
engagement by said gripping device of said arm 
member; 

carriage means supporting said pedestal means; 
said carriage means being movable between first and 

second positions to vary said position of said pedes- 
tal means and place said containers individually at 
said pickup position; and 

said pedestal means including an elevator platform 
for supporting a first individual container and low- 
ering said container below the level of a second 
container when said second container is placed at 
said pickup position by said carriage means, means, 
said lowered container affording access for engage- 
ment of said second container by said gripping 
device of said movable arm member. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said pedestal 
means includes a plurality of platforms for supporting 
containers individually; one of said platforms compris- 

8 
ing said elevator platform and a second of said plat- 
forms supporting and placing said second container at 
said pickup position when said elevator platform and 
first container thereon are lowered. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said means for 
properly positioning said containers includes abutment 
means having an abutment carried by said platform and 
biasing means urging said container against said abut- 
ment to so position said container properly thereon. 
4. The apparatus of claim 3 wherein said biasing 

means is provided by said platform being inclined in the 
direction of said abutment whereby said container 
moves against said abutment when placed on said plat- 
form. 
5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein said abutment 

means includes a complimentary abutment carried by an 
underneath portion thereof which engages said plat- 
form abutment when said container is placed thereon. 

6. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said platforms 
2o are carried by said carriage means, said elevator and 

second platforms being shifted laterally thereby so that 
said second platform occupies said fixed pickup position 
following return of said first container to said elevator 
platform and lowering thereof. 
7. The apparatus of claim 6 including frame means, 

guide means carried on said frame means for guiding 
said carriage means for horizontal movement, said car- 
riage means including a lower cantilevered stationary 

3o base platformspaced from said second platform, said 
elevator pedestal platform being carried for relative 
vertical movement on said lower base platform. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said gripper 
device comprises mechanical linkage assembly means 

35 having a first lever arm having an arm portion receiv- 
able over a side edge of said container and a second 
lever arm having a container side engaging portion, said 
first and second arms being pivotable in opposing direc- 
tions to grip said container therebetween. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 including an inner lever 
arm means extending past said first and second lever 
arms having a retaining portion adapted for spanning 
over the top of said container holding said wafers 
loaded therein during movement of said container. 
10. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said side engag- 

ing portion of said second lever arm includes an elon- 
gated bar carried transverse to said second arm. 
11. The apparatus of claim 8 including a cantilevered 

shaft carried by said end of said transfer arm, a bracket 
50 assembly having spaced brackets received over said 

shaft for axial relative movement and roller pins spacing 
said brackets facilitating sliding of said bracket assembly 
over said shaft, said roller pins engaging said first and 
second lever arms to effect said pivotal movement and 

12. The apparatus of claim 1 including a motor for 
moving said transfer arm between forward and rear 
positions at operational positions at said first and second 
stations, respectively, and stop means for limiting move- 

60 ment of said arm at said forward and rear positions and 
accurately position said arm for engagement of said 
containers by said gripping device. 
13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said stop 

means includes switch means for terminating operation 

5 
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55 closure of said grip therebetween. 

65 of said motor at said forward and rear limit positions. * * * * *  


